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Building next-generation content factories
With a unique track-record building mobile production systems, Broadcast Solutions designs
broadcast and production facilities for today’s all-IP world.
Broadcast Solutions designs tailor-made systems and
facilities to enable production, distribution and broadcast
operations for today’s IP world. Leveraging its unique
experience in the mission-critical environment of mobile
production units, the company streamlines the design
and implementation of studios, edit suites, studio control
and master control rooms, playout centres, teleports and
content distribution networks. With over 150 employees,
a strong partner network and subsidiaries across Europe,
the Middle-East, CIS and Asia, Broadcast Solutions can
help your organisation design, implement and support
just about any broadcast facility, just about anywhere in
the world.

Fields of expertise:

Remote production
Studios and galleries
Post-production suites
Cloud-contribution and cognitive services
News production and newsroom systems
Playout and Master Control Rooms (MCR)
IPTV and OTT platforms
Media Asset Management and archiving
DVB head-ends and signal distribution
SMPTE-2110 and Fibre transport networks
On-premise, cloud and hybrid virtualisation
Test, quality control and monitoring systems

Services include:

Consulting
Design engineering
Project planning
Finance and logistics
Product sourcing
Procurement
Factory build
On-site installation
Software glue and workflow integration
Commissioning and documentation
Training and coaching
Support and pro-active maintenance
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Mission-critical broadcast and production facilities
Broadcast Solutions combines the highest standards of engineering with advanced software
innovation to ensure reliable operations and facilitate future evolutions.
As one of Europe’s fastest growing system integrators
in the broadcast and digital media space, Broadcast
Solutions has delivered hundreds of successful projects
all over the world. It has built strong partnerships with
leading broadcast and IT manufacturers to ensure that
its engineering teams master the latest technologies
across both traditional and IP-based workflows. Because
the company remains vendor-independent, it can design
platforms that best meet the specific requirements of
any broadcaster, production house or media company.
Innovative hardware design, software-based integration
and disciplined project management are the company
cornerstones. “Our philosophy is to be our customers’
partner,” explains Stefan Breder, CEO of Broadcast
Solutions. “Beyond system integration, we accompany
our customers through every stage of their project.”
Once a platform is designed and implemented, training
and engineering workshops guarantee that new tools
and infrastructure are mastered and understood. This
knowledge transfer ensures that day-to-day operations
are seamlessly moving forward. When required, remote
or on-site support and maintenance services are also
delivered.
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Case study
Telia/Streamteam, Helsinki, Finland
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Develop a Remote Production Hub for Finnish Ice Hockey
The challenge

Swedish/Finnish Telecom company Telia acquired the
content rights for the Finnish Ice Hockey League from
2018-2019 season onwards. Telia chose Streamteam as
the technical production provider for the Ice Hockey
League. The task was to built a remote production
facility in Helsinki that is capable for handling both UHD
and HD signals simultaneously and use the signals of
all 14 venues located all over Finland, using a 10Gbit
connection between the hub and the venues. The hub
also houses a virtual studio for producing the program.

The solution

Built a centralised remote production facility in Helsinki
were all signals come together and are processed. The
new facility contains eight production rooms, an audio
control room, five off-tube rooms and an MCR connected
to seven remote sets. The project includes also a new
virtual studio in Helsinki for pre- and after game panel
discussions. Video refereeing is also done in the central
production hub by four video referees. There are seven
(7) simultaneous games once a week. The Finnish Ice
Hockey League consists of 14 clubs, located around
Finland. All teams play 60 matches during the regular
season. There are 7 simultaneous games per week.

The benefits

With the new remote production facility, that uses the
latest technology innovations and workflows, Telia/
Streamteam operates the most modern broadcast
infrastructure in Finland. With the Remote Production Hub
they are able to produce in HD and UHD simultaneously.
They have access to all signals coming from the venues
plus producing in a virtual studio capable of landmark
real-time virtual reality production, including live signals
from the venues. Remote production has already shown
its benefit in terms of operability and flexibility.
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Case study
MySports, Zurich, Switzerland
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Implementing 4K/UHD and
IP-based remote production facilities
The challenge

New Swiss sports channel MySports is broadcasting live
coverage of all ice hockey matches in the Swiss National
League, along with matches from the Russian KHL and
the Swedish Hockey League. MySports produces the
program at two locations, bridging more than 200 km.
The Erlenbach location houses a four-camera studio with
production rooms, commentary booths and playout
centre. The Rossens studio (for the French program)
also uses four cameras, and is remotely controlled from
Erlenbach. This facility also includes editing rooms and
commentators for basketball, winter sports and large
esports desks.

The solution

Broadcast Solutions, together with NEP Switzerland has
set up a 1,000 sqm, 4K/UHD studio complex that includes
a Playout Center in Zurich. This runs 20 live channels
including four 24/7 channels and two 4K/UHD channels
and using a satellite studio in Rossens, 200 km away. The
two studios are linked via a “geo-redundant” fibre-optic
connection, with the complex in Erlenbach remotely
controlling the Rossens facility.

The benefits

MySports’ implementation of state-of-the-art broadcast
and IT technology, as well as the connection of its two
studio locations via a high-performance network and
their capacity for remote production, are unique in Swiss
broadcasting.
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Case study
Switch TV, Nairobi, Kenya
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Implement a new-built TV studio for Switch TV,
Kenya facilities
The challenge

Broadcast Solutions implemented a new HD TV-studio
facility for Switch TV, a brand new channel from Nairobi,
Kenya. We acted as the main main contracting partner
for this unique project. The Station is a new non-profit
subsidiary of the Kenya Red Cross and is targeting the
group of 18-35 olds to educate and to entertain them.

The solution

The program includes live shows and news programs
and is one of the most modern studios on the continent
up to date. Therefore Switch TV required a studio with
four sets including a green box, with Sony studio and
remotely operated cameras, ARRI LED lighting and a
newsroom and post-production system. Apart from the
broadcast equipment, Broadcast Solutions delivered
the IT infrastructure for the supporting office with 50
workplaces. All systems were tested, configured and
pre-installed in-house before sending them to Nairobi
to enable faster and smoother on-site installation. The
overall planning and implementation, from assignment
to going live, took six months only.

The benefits

With this HD TV-station in Nairobi, using the latest
technologies and workflows, Broadcast Solutions
enabled Switch TV to produce cutting-edge content
for the East-African region. With planning and preinstallation taking place in-house in the Broadcast
Solutions Hungary facility, implementation of the project
took just six month, without any hick-ups in installation
nor daily production.
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Case study
NEP Sweden Studios, Stockholm, Sweden
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Permanent install of control rooms for
Sweden’s largest studio
The task

NEP Sweden runs a large studio facility on the outskirts
of Stockholm that houses three studios, of which studio 1
is the largest in Sweden. Previously all productions were
realised with OB Vans added to the building. To handle
the many productions even better and more efficiently,
NEP Sweden decided to integrate fixed control rooms in
the studio facility.

The challenge

The Stockholm studio facility is Sweden’s top location
for productions of large programs with up to 1,600
spectators, including nationwide hits such as “Idol” or
“Stjärnornas stjärna”. Within just two months, from the
start of detailed planning to commissioning, Broadcast
Solutions implemented the ambitious project with a total
of 200 m2 of space with two large production desks and
8x55” multiviewers, one 5.1 audio room, one engineering
room and CAR.

The benefits

With the newly integrated fixed installed control rooms
in the large studios NEP Sweden is more flexible and
can work more efficiently at large productions. The new
approach allows many different opportunities customers
demand from NEP Sweden.
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Case study
TV2, Budapest, Hungary
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Building a dual-purpose studio control room
The challenge

Private broadcaster TV2 sought a dual-purpose gallery
and studio that could be used to produce a traditional
five-camera, 6 hour-long live show in the morning and
several news shows with a virtual studio and three
robotic cameras later in the day.

The solution

Planning was of the essence as the new set-up had to be
built in place of existing facilities. The project included
multiple phases. Step one gave way to the installation of
two green-box virtual studios with three robotic cameras;
a temporary control room was created. With step two,
legacy SD cameras were moved to a temporary location
so as ensure the continuity of morning shows. Step three
allowed for architectural changes with the deployment
of new furniture and wall monitors. Finally, in step four,
both automated and traditional control rooms were
integrated.
The morning show leverages five Sony HDC-1700
fibre camera chains, an MVS-6530 vision mixer, Avid
Airspeed servers and Viz Engine real-time graphics.
Routing is ensured by a Snell Sirius 620 with an Aurora
control system, and multiviewing relies on a Grass Valley
Kaleido-X frame. As for newscasts, they are powered by
Sony HDC-P1 cameras with Canon lenses, Telemetrics
robotic heads and a Brainstorm EasySet virtual studio.
Two operators suffice to control the whole system using
a Viz Mozart template-based studio automation.

The benefits

Due to the complexity of the project, the preparation
phase was spread across two years. Careful planning
and the creative use of an OB van as a temporary control
room during the implementation period streamlined
upgrade operations. The resulting studio and gallery met
the flexibility requirements that TV2 was seeking.
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Leverage existing studio infrastructure and
add virtual reality tools for Finnish esports
Telia/Streamteam Esports, Helsinki, Finland

The Task

Telco provider Telia started a new esports league in
Finland. To produce the “Telia Esports Series” Streamteam
production company uses studios and virtual reality
solutions provided by Broadcast Solutions as part of
the Telia/Streamteam Ice Hockey Remote production
hub. The Telia Esports Series is not only designed for the
players but for the viewers as well as the weekly league
is broadcasted on the Finnish national television and
internationally through the Twitch channel.

The Challenge

Using pre-existing studio and remote facilities of the
production company Streamteam Nordic and leveraging
cost-effective virtual studio tools Broadcast Solutions
provides Telia with a flexible and individual production
setting that best fits their needs and enables the
maximum use of existing infrastructure.

The Benefit

With the existing studio and remote production hub
plus virtual reality tools, Telia has all needed resources
at hand, to fulfil its dedicated task, to make Finland a
leading country in esports.
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To realise two new digital FM radio studios
in Bangladesh
Bangladesh Betar Radio Studios, Dhaka, Bangladesh

The Task

To implement the first two FM radio stations with digital
production technology in Bangladesh on the countryside
outside the capital Dhaka. Broadcast Solutions planned,
installed and commissioned a 10 KW FM radio station
with a studio complex at two locations in Bangladesh.

The Challenge

The radio stations in Gopalganj and Mymensingh, each
with six studios and one MCR, offer more than 500 sqm of
space for on-air, news, edit, radio and music productions.
Besides the technical planning and implementation,
Broadcast Solutions was also responsible for the planning
and production of the studio furniture in the control
rooms. The systems were manufactured, pre-assembled
and tested at the company’s headquarters in Bingen and
then shipped to Bangladesh.

The Benefit

The two new studios are a major investment in
Bangladesh Betar Radio’s and the country’s radio
broadcast infrastructure. A smooth installation was
ensured on site, and Broadcast Solutions could
implement the project in just eight months. The studios
give the users exciting possibilities to produce new
content and develop new formats to meet the needs of
the people of Bangladesh.
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